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R06 case study Notes (October 2020) (Final version) 

 

These notes aim to cover all the key points arising from the October case studies. I have aimed 

to be as accurate as possible but the odd error may have crept through. So please don’t rely 

on this as your only guide, read other sources and carry out your own research. 

 

Good luck 

 

 

Cases study 1: Vassos and Rania 

 

The last line of the case study states “They have not received financial advice previously and 

wish to understand the benefits of doing so” 

 

That leads me to think that the first question will be something like, “explain the benefits of 

receiving financial advice” 

 

Possible answer 

 

• Identify financial needs and objectives 

• Benefit from research 

• Help with budgeting 

• Tax planning 

• Assessment of ATR & CFL 

• Create a financial plan 

• Ongoing services/reviews 

• Customer protection/regulated advice 

 

Assessment of ATR and CFL in particular is significant as having never received financial 

advice is this accurate? 

 

In this case study there does not seem to be any investment needs so this question may not 

be asked. However the classic question is this: 

 

State the main factors that would typically influence a client’s attitude to investment risk 

 

• Timescale 

• Affordability 

• Available assets 

• Liabilities 

• Age of investor 
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• Experience and understanding 

• State of health 

• Objectives 

 

First objective: Ensure they have adequate financial protection 

 

Current situation 

 

• Both 28 Rania pregnant with their first child 

• Vassos is a sales manager salary of £60,000 

• DIS £120,000 (2x) 

• He is in the company’s pension plan but no details of fund value although shown as a 

lifestyle managed fund 

• Rania assistant TV producer salary £67,000 

• DIS (£201,000 3 X) 

• 3 months sick pay 

• Liabilities of £8K in personal debts and Rania has a personal loan of £10,000 (is this 

the current balance? 

• Assets £2,500 deposit account 

• 2 HTB ISA (£1,240) 

• Rania has a UK smaller companies UT £5,000 

 

Up until now neither would have suffered financially if the other had died. The arrival of 

their first child will change this even though Rania plans to return to work six months after 

giving birth. 

 

Fact find questions “state the additional information you need to give advice….” 

 

• What is your current net income? 

• Do you get any bonuses and if so are they fairly regular and how much? 

• What are your outgoings?/surplus income 

• Esstimated cost of loan 

• How do you think this will change once the baby is born? 

• Will Rania continue to work full time 

• Do you envisage having more children 

• For how long would cover be required for? 

• What is the value of your pension funds?/Have nominations been made? 

• Will DIS be maintained through Rania’s maternity leave? 

• Affordability 
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If you are asked to state the additional information, you must list information that isn’t in 

the case study but you need to know to give advice. 

 

If asked to state the factors, you should include any information in the case study and any 

other relevant information you would take into account in drawing up a recommendation 

 

Identify the key factors a financial adviser should take into consideration to ensure their 

financial protection needs are met. 

 

• Income required if either of them were to die. 

• Length of children’s dependency 

• Limited assets which are going to be needed for house purchase 

• Any underwriting issues 

• Way policies should be set up, Life of another/Trust 

• Only cover is their employer’s DIS benefit 

• Sick pay for both is limited 

• Parents appear to be able and willing to help out financially and giving childcare 

• Will need further cover once house has been purchased 

 

Explain why relying on DIS is not suitable in the long term? 

 

• Cover is lost if they change jobs 

• Employer may change terms 

• Cannot increase benefits 

• Insufficient to provide long term income 

• No cover for critical illness or income protection 

• Reduced benefits for Rania if she decides to work part time 

 

Recommend and Justify a suitable solution. 

 

For protection against early death 

 

• Two FIB policies written on life of another to ensure speedy payment/avoids estate 

• To cover at least outgoings/60% of gross salary to maintain standard of living. 

• Term of 21 years to cover child’s dependency 

• Indexation to maintain real purchasing power 

• With waiver of premium to ensure premiums can continue to be paid if unable to 

work 
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For protection against long term illness 

 

• Income protection policies 

• To cover 60% of gross pay as is tax free and to maintain living standards 

• With deferred periods to match their sick pay from work to ensure continuity of 

payment 

• With indexation to maintain purchasing power 

• Own job basis to give widest cover 

• Guaranteed premium to ensure affordability 

• Proportional benefit to allow part time work 

 

Technical note: Statutory Maternity Pay 

Paid for 39 weeks 

 

90% of average weekly pay (before tax) for first 6 weeks 

Lower of £151.20 or 90% of average weekly pay (before tax for the next 33 weeks 

 

This means that for 6 months there will be a severe drop in income until she returns to work 

 

Will not get child benefit as both earn over £60,000. Rani’s income will reduce due to 

maternity pay so might go below £50k and Vosses’ income is reduced by his pension 

contributions to below £60,000, They would not get the full amount as income is above 

£50,000 

 

Objective 2 Purchase first home 

 

• They will require £25,000 to £30,000 as a deposit 

• Income should be sufficient to get the mortgage they require 

• Gifts/loans from parents would be sufficient but this could be increased by making 

further contributions to their HTB ISA 

 

You can expect questions on comparisons between HTB ISA and LISA. This might be a 

straight comparison but it may also ask why transferring to a LISA would be beneficial. 

 

• Limit for house purchase using HTB ISA is £250,000 outside London and their price 

range is £250,000 to £300,000 so it could not be used. 

• The price limit for LISA is £450,000 so is more appropriate. 

• The existing HTB could be transferred into a new LISA and a top up contribution of 

£2,760 (£4,000 max) made 

• HTB can only accept monthly contributions of £200 accept (apart from initial 

payment) so could not use the parents’ gifts and loans. 

• This would attract an immediate bonus of £1,000 

• They could each contribute a further £4,000 next tax year 
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• The bonus from a LISA can only be released 12 months or more after the LISA was 

opened. 

• This is within their timescale 

• The bonus from a LISA is released on exchange whereas HTB is released on 

completion which means a short term loan will be required. 

 

Loans from parents  

 

• The gift would be a PET from her parents 

• The loan would not be a PET  

 

Why might a loan be preferable for the parents 

 

• Parents receive interest and hopefully capital 

• The agreement can lay down conditions such as 

• What happens if they can’t repay 

• What happens if they split up 

• It makes it clear that it is a loan so HMRC cannot argue it is a gift that would be a 

PET. 

 

From Vassos’s and Rania’s point of view the loan would have to be declared to the lender 

and this might affect their borrowing ability 

 

Objective 3 Consider the repayment of their personal debts 

 

The level of debt isn’t in itself a problem as long as this can be serviced. 

 

For the credit card we would need to establish their spending and repayment pattern 

 

• How much do they spend each month? 

• Is this “everyday” spending or for “big ticket” items 

• What repayments are they making? 

• Is the balance increasing or decreasing? 

• What interest rate is being charged? 

 

• Normally credit cards carry the highest rate of interest so getting this down should 

be a priority 

• Could consider possibility of a transfer to a 0% or lower rate as long as they use this 

period to just make repayments 

• Alternatively consider taking out a personal loan 

 

With the Personal Loan we need to know the interest rate and the cost to do this now cost 

to repay now 
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• These debts must again be declared to the lender and may affect their borrowing 

ability. 

 

One possible option is to consider selling the unit trust to pay off debts 

 

Advantages 

 

• The saving of interest is probably greater than the return from the unit trust. 

• There would be no CGT to pay 

• It could improve her credit score 

 

Disadvantages 

 

• She would lose out on potential growth 

• A loss may be made 

• Her liquid assets will have been reduced 

 

Pensions and Retirement 
 

Although not a stated objective the case study gives some details of their existing 

arrangements so there could be a question on this especially as there is quite a bit of 

information missing. 

 

Vassos 

 

• Are the contributions based on “qualifying earnings” or total income? The former is 

the difference between the Lower Earnings Limit (£6,240 and £50,000) so if this is 

the case not all his earnings are being taken into account 

• No details of contributions but if they are paying the minimum he would pay 4% 

(plus 1% tax relief and the employer 3% (Total 8%) 

• The managed lifestyle fund will automatically derisk as scheme retirement age 

approaches. 

 

Rania  

 

• This seems more generous than Vassos’ with a total contribution of 13% 

• No details of the fund. 

• When she goes on maternity leave her contributions will stop but the employer’s will 

continue. 
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Whilst they may want to focus on the house purchase these amounts are unlikely to be 

sufficient to build up a good pension so it would be useful to know if the employer offers 

facilities to pay in extra. The level of charges should also be checked. 
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Case study 2 Dietmar and Clara 
 

Retired couple both 76, 3 children and 7 grandchildren 

 

Objective 1: Sufficient income in retirement 

 

This is a bit of a strange objective as they have guaranteed income. Linking it to the third 

objective the concern seems to be that the value of their pensions is not keeping pace with 

inflation. 

 

Fact Find 

 

• What is your total pension income? (individual basis) 

• Details of state pensions  

• Outgoings 

• Pattern of spending (is it rising or falling) 

• Any future planned spending 

• Is pension income meeting their outgoings? 

• State of health 

• Family history of longevity 

• Income from current investments 

• Willingness to use capital to supplement income 

• Importance of passing capital on death 

• Views on inflation 

 

Factors to consider in giving advice 

 

• Their annuities cannot be renegotiated 

• Survivor benefits will be taxable as now both over 76 

• Will be on pre 2016 basis for state pension 

• BSP element will be protected by triple lock 

• Additional elements by CPI 

• Clara’s father must have lived to his 90’s so there is evidence of longevity 

• Lifetime annuities have no inflation protection 

• May be 10 to 15 years old so real value has deteriorated 

• Cannot contribute to any other pension as over 75 

• They have substantial assets 

• Able to use other investments to provide an income. 
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Purchase Life Annuities 

 

They are more than tax efficient than a lifetime annuity as the income is split into two 

elements: 

 

Return of capital (tax free) 

Interest (taxable as savings rate) 

 

This split is determined by HMRC but at their age most of the return will be capital so is tax 

efficient. 

The range of options (inflation protection, single/joint) are available and these reduce the 

initial income) 

 

The most likely way this will be tested is by stating advantages and disadvantages. 

 

Advantages 

 

• It provides an additional guaranteed lifelong income 

• Income will not be affected by change in interest rates or market volatility 

• If he lives longer than expected then he may get back more than the purchase price. 

• Various options can be added 

• Tax efficient 

• Purchasing the annuity reduces the estate so potential saving in IHT 

• No further admin once it is purchased 

 

Disadvantages 

 

• Getting an increasing income will be expensive 

• Yields are low/expensive to buy 

• It cannot be renegotiated 

• Poor value if death occurs earlier than expected 

• As most of income is return of purchase price it might be better to withdraw capital 

from existing assets 

• Does not match their ATR 
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Objective 2. Ensure the suitability of their current savings and investments 

 

Cash £555,000 (£270,000 in cash ISA} 

Gilt funds £320,000 

Shares £115,000 

 

Analysis 

 

• Lack of diversification 

• No equities apart from inherited shares 

• Income from these can use dividend allowance. 

• Too much in cash  

• Bank deposits may be in excess of FSCS compensation limits 

• With current rates income will be very low/subject to inflation risk 

• Deposit account will be using their PSA 

• They have utilised ISA allowances 

• Their S/S ISAs are wholly in UK gilts and bonds 

• Income is likely to be low but value of fund may have grown 

• Does not match their ATR 

 

Recommendation 

 

• Using their platform they should switch some of their S/S and cash ISA into a wider 

variety of funds 

• Split by income & growth 

• And by geographic sector 

• Mixture of tracker and active funds 

• Can also invest a large part of their cash funds into other assets using their ISA 

allowance 

• Non ISA funds should be switched into ISA each tax year. 

 

This gives greater income and potentially greater growth. There would be an increased 

negative correlation so non-systematic risk is reduced. 

 

Objective 3. Ensure their retirement income is protected against inflation 

 

• At present only the state pension has inflation protection 

• Income from cash savings cannot increase unless interest rates rise. 

• Income from gilt funds unlikely to increase 

• By having equity exposure there is the potential for rising dividend income 
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Taking income or capital withdrawals. 

It seems that Dietmar requires income to increase each year so it matches inflation. 

By having share based funds his immediate income is likely to increase immediately plus 

there is the potential for this to increase year by year 

However with the amount of savings it might be easier to withdraw capital to supplement 

income 

 

• There is a general rule that is applied to pension fund withdrawal that withdrawing 

4% of the original capital (increasing this by inflation each year) will never exhaust 

the fund over a 30 year period. 

• As they are both 76 life expectancy will be less than 30 years so the risk of running 

out of money is extremely unlikely 

• Their savings and assets are £960,00 and 4% of this is £38,400 which is probably in 

excess of what they need. 

• Therefore if they felt their total income hadn’t kept pace with inflation they could 

withdraw capital to make it up to the required amount 

• This could also be tax efficient by  

• Withdrawing cash 

• Taking capital (or income) from ISA holdings 

• Taking non ISA withdrawals by making use of their CGT annual exemption 

 

The strategy would be: 

 

• At the start of the tax year add their state pension to the amount of their lifetime 

annuities 

• The state pension will have been increased in line with inflation. 

• Apply the same rate of inflation to the lifetime annuity 

• Withdraw sufficient capital to pay this inflation adjustment. 

 

IHT 

 

• Although not a stated objective Clara wishes to consider making gifts to reduce their 

IHT liability. 

• They have an IHT liability and assuming they are leaving everything to each other 

they would have £650,000 NRB on second death 

• They could also use RNRB but on second death this would be restricted to the value 

of the property rather than £350,000 

• However they could get a downsizing addition. 

• This is complicated and we would need to know the value of their original house. 

• I wouldn’t expect you to be asked to calculate this but you could be asked to state 

the conditions to get this 
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• The deceased disposed of a former home either by moving to a less valuable home or 
ceased to own a home on or after 8 July 2015. 

• The former home would have qualified for the RNRB if it had been held until death. 

• If the deceased had no house at death at least some of the estate must be inherited 
by the deceased’s direct descendants. 

• In practice, it can only be claimed if the value of the downsized house is less than the 
RNRB at the time of death. 

• This additional “downsizing amount” can be offset against other assets  provided 

they are passed to a direct descendent(s) 

 

Details of the full calculation can be found on my website under AF1>Technical 

Guides>IHT>RNRB 

 

Dietmar and Clara could both use their annual exemption (£3,000) to the children and small 

gifts of £250 to the grandchildren. 

They could make PETS but would have to live until 83 to become exempt 

 

A further possibility is to set up a Discounted Gift Trust 

 

They would invest in an Insurance Bond and place this in a discretionary trust. They would 

also be a trustees. 

 

An amount of this gift would be the settlor’s retained right that can be paid to them. This is 

the probable amount of income that will be paid to them. This will depend on: 

 

• The amount of income the settlor wants for the rest of their lifetime. 

• The individual’s age and health as this will influence the amount of income that will 

be paid to them during their lifetime. 

 

The amount that is treated as a transfer for IHT is the gift less the retained amount. This is 

an example given by an insurance company that will illustrate the key points. 

 

Monica is 68 and a widow. She places £500,000 into a DGT. After underwriting the retained 

amount is established as £371,319 so the gift for IHT purposes is £128,681 (£500,000 less 

£371,319). There is no immediate charge assuming she has made no CLTs in the previous 

seven years. 

 

The trustees invest the £500,000 into an Insurance Bond and Monica can take 5% of this 

each year (£25,000) without incurring a tax charge. 

 

Fifteen years later Sandra dies and the fund value is £357,000 which can benefit the 

beneficiaries after her death under the terms of the trust. 
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One particular risk with this trust is that there is no guarantee that the income will last for 

their lifetime as this will depend on the growth in the investment. It’s also important that 

the settlor spends what they receive so as not to increase their estate. 

 

Another factor to consider is that the trustees can only make “modest” capital distributions 

to the beneficiaries whilst Dietmar and Clara are alive. 

 

A further opportunity comes with the shares she inherited from her father. 

She could use a Deed of Variation to pass these to her children. 

 

She can do this as: 

 

• She is over 18 and sane 

• Her father died less than two years ago 

• No consideration is being paid 

• It won’t increase the IHT so her father’s executors don’t need to agree. 

• She would have to execute a deed and have it witnessed. 

• The benefit is that it would be classed as a gift from her father rather than her so it 

preserves her NRB 

 

If you are asked to comment on what you need to know about these shares to give advice 

you should: 

 

• Identify which companies are in the portfolio 

• Consider their appropriateness in terms of recent performance 

 

Review Question 
 

Standard generic template 

 

• Any changes in personal situation 

• Any changes in financial situation 

• Any changes in objectives 

• Change in ATR/CFL 

• Review investment performance, rebalance 

• Use available allowances (ISA Pension CGT) 

• Change in taxation or legislation 

• Review current economic situation 

• New products available 

 


